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Foreword

Education is key to improving lives. It inspires active citizens who are able to participate in shaping the future, and provides them with the tools to do so. In this changing world in which we live and learn we must continually adapt where, how and what we learn in order to respond to new work patterns, lifestyles, technologies and knowledge. Advances in a wide range of research fields contribute to our understanding of education, and research can improve the outcomes of education. Broader collaborations across these fields, using a wider range of research methodologies are proving fertile. New technologies also enable greater use of education-related data. All this coupled with advances in research mean we can now address new research questions and revisit questions that could not be answered before.

In this report, we set out an ambitious vision for educational research. To do this we have examined the capacity of the research, policy and teaching ecosystem to set the research agenda, undertake research to answer the questions which will help improve outcomes for children and to make use of the findings of that research. We have described how to harness this capacity to improve coordination, collaboration and communication across the educational research ecosystem. This has been an exciting and interesting process of evidence-gathering and analysis and we have uncovered challenges and opportunities that others have identified previously. We hope and believe that our ecosystem approach offers the potential of new solutions. The disciplines of our academies – the arts, humanities, sciences and social sciences – are intrinsic to both education and research into education. I believe that this collaboration between the British Academy and the Royal Society has brought a fresh perspective to research in and on education. We have produced practical ideas designed to greatly enhance the contribution the UK makes to research in education, and ultimately to education itself.

Sir Alan Wilson FBA FRS
Executive summary

Young people need the best possible education if they are to thrive in a rapidly changing world. A good education should equip people to lead flourishing lives, and give them the tools to help others flourish as well. Yet as the world changes, so too does the nature of education itself. For instance, technology has revolutionised people’s access to information, reshaping the routes to public knowledge.

Meanwhile, governments across the world spend billions on education, making countless crucial decisions about how to deploy those resources. Getting it right matters. That is why educational policy and practice should be informed by the best available research evidence.

This report assesses the current state of educational research about formal education in schools and colleges up to the age of 18 in the UK and its roles within the broader education ecosystem. In particular, it considers the flows of people, funding and information through the ecosystem. This analysis highlights areas where flows are missing or need to be strengthened; uncovers tensions or barriers between the actors in the ecosystem that need to be addressed; and identifies facilitators that would enable improvements in the ecosystem.

Building on that ecosystem approach, this report sets out some necessary actions that will enable research to better inform the evolution of the education ecosystem.

Several factors make this report timely. The recent creation of UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) provides opportunities for changes in the ways that excellent research is identified and funded, including educational research that cuts across disciplinary boundaries.

More generally, there is increasing recognition of the need for the teaching profession to be research-informed. However, there is also growing evidence that the pipeline of educational researchers is at risk.

To address these challenges and opportunities, we offer 8 recommendations to the governments of the UK’s 4 nations, UKRI and its constituent bodies, universities and other higher education institutions, and education organisations such as learned societies, regulators, and professional bodies.

Connecting supply and demand

Many of the building blocks for harnessing educational research are already in place. In the Research Excellence Framework (REF) in 2014, two-thirds of the UK’s education research outputs were assessed as world leading or internationally excellent.

However, our conversations with researchers, practitioners and policymakers have shown that they do not have shared priorities, although there are areas of common concern or interest. This causes disconnects between supply and demand, and contributes to a lack of sustained research effort.

To identify and address these mismatches, we need a new organisational structure with an Office for Education Research at its heart. This Office would bring together governments, governmental organisations, researchers, teachers and other funders. This structure must enable the actors to discuss and debate together their research priorities, and to co-develop research strategies for addressing these priorities. (In health, this has been achieved through the Office for Strategic Coordination of Health Research (OSCHR), which provides one possible model.)
RECOMMENDATION 1
Connecting supply and demand

Governments of the 4 UK nations should instigate a process to develop a new organisational structure for educational research, working with UKRI, teaching bodies and other funders. The structure should have at its heart an Office for Educational Research to identify and seek to address mismatches in supply and demand. This Office will need to bring together representatives from government, key public and private research funders, teachers and researchers. This representation may include:

- A programme board that reviews opportunities for educational research opportunities across the UKRI councils.
- The chief scientific advisers of the 4 nations’ government education departments to explore where there are shared priorities across the UK.
- Umbrella organisations for teachers (eg Chartered College of Teaching) to ensure practitioner voices are heard.
- Learned societies and subject associations, to ensure researchers are fully engaged.
- A forum for all funders of educational research, such as charities as well as UKRI, to identify opportunities for coordination on the direction of funding.
- Employer and skills bodies (eg Federation of Small Businesses, Confederation of British Industry) to ensure needs for the future workforce are taken into account.

Where research takes place
There is also an uneven geographical distribution of educational research activity in the UK. Much of the research capacity is concentrated in London and the south-east, along with a pocket of strength in the north-east of England. When researchers are situated close to practitioners, it can improve the quality of both research and its use in practice, including within teacher training, for example.

RECOMMENDATION 2
The geography of the ecosystem

The Office for Educational Research should carry out a review of the distribution of educational research capacity across the UK. It should use its coordinating role to facilitate collaborations that enable researchers, practitioners, policymakers and other stakeholders to work together. These collaborations may be regional or thematic.
Interdisciplinary approaches

Interdisciplinary expertise is often needed to provide the insight and evidence to answer educational questions posed by researchers, policymakers and teachers. Addressing these questions requires teams or individuals to understand social, economic, political, environmental and cultural processes, drawing on knowledge and skills from multiple disciplines.

Yet there are significant barriers to effective interdisciplinary research. These include structural and operational barriers within universities, and funding systems that can allow applications for interdisciplinary research to fall between different review panels.

There is an opportunity to put in place mechanisms that support both intra-institution collaboration, facilitating interdisciplinary research, and inter-institutional networks that draw together different areas of expertise. This will help create a critical mass of researchers able to tackle the common priorities in educational research and to support research being undertaken in schools and colleges.

RECOMMENDATION 3

Improving collaboration

Interdisciplinary educational research will be needed to respond to the big strategic questions in educational research. UK governments and their agencies, including UKRI and other funders of educational research, and HEIs and other research organisations, should invest in interdisciplinary, cross-departmental and cross-institutional collaboration.

UKRI’s strategic priorities fund creates an opportunity for focused funding of interdisciplinary educational research. Its scope should be informed by evidence from policymakers, teachers and researchers (as set out in Recommendation 1).

The pipeline of researchers

The supply of future educational researchers is declining, while the age profile of existing research staff is dominated by those over the age of 50. This risks hindering the long-term health of educational research in the UK. Researchers also need high-quality training and continuing development to ensure that researchers, practitioners and policymakers can harness the results of educational research.

A significant proportion of new researchers in this field are mature students from a broad range of backgrounds, including teaching. HEIs and funders therefore need to ensure that training for postgraduate researchers supports their students’ diverse characteristics.
RECOMMENDATION 4
Secure the base of the pipeline

UKRI, other funders, and HEIs, supported by learned societies, must:

- Ensure the training of educational research postgraduate students meets the needs of mature learners – often teachers, with part-time studentships.
- Enable all educational research postgraduate students to benefit from training in the full range of social science methods.
- Foster better links between research students and policy and teaching communities.

This could be achieved by:

- Growing the use of the collaborative studentship (CASE) infrastructure to encourage and enable government and other relevant bodies, including independent research organisations, to support postgraduate research students in educational research.
- Reviewing the guidance for DTPs about flexible approaches to funding and supporting mature students.
- HEIs and funders requiring all postgraduate research students in education to have a supervisory team which recognises the interdisciplinary nature of educational research.

QR funding

Funding for educational research should reflect the importance of the role of education within society and to the economy. There should be an appropriate balance between the support for strategically directed research, for innovative ‘blue skies’ research, and for knowledge mobilization activities.

RECOMMENDATION 5
QR funding of educational research

Research England and the equivalent bodies in the devolved nations need to ensure that QR funding remains a strong part of the funding portfolio. This funding secures the underlying research infrastructure and enables HEIs to make decisions about what research is important, independent of the immediate priorities of government and funders.

HEIs should ensure that they continue to use QR funding to support blue skies research, interdisciplinary activity and maintaining the pipeline of researchers, which are vital to maintaining educational research as a healthy discipline.
Research-informed teaching
There is increasing recognition in the UK of the need for teaching to be a research-literate profession. However, teachers repeatedly indicate that their working conditions do not enable them to spend time reading research to improve their understanding or to determine how to use it to adapt their practice. These activities must fit around the day-to-day practice of teaching, without taking teachers away from their principal role of nurturing their pupils’ development. Factors such as repeated curriculum changes, demanding systems of accountability and shortages of experienced teachers, also limit the amount of time that teachers can spare for research-related activities.

In schools and colleges, senior leaders are crucial to creating an environment where teachers have time and motivation to engage with, or participate in, research and other professional development activities. Increasing the number of opportunities to involve teachers and schools in research provides greater capacity to test out hypotheses in real-life conditions, as well as ensuring the questions investigated have a direct application to teachers’ current practice. This can also provide practitioners with opportunities to improve their own knowledge of and skills in research, and learn new ideas and practices to improve their teaching.

RECOMMENDATION 6
Support the use of research to inform teaching

Teachers need more support to use evidence and insights from research to develop their practice and understanding. This could be addressed by:

• The Department for Education and its devolved equivalents making clear their expectation that teachers should be informed by and engaged in research. They can achieve this by recognising the importance of research-informed practice within the professional standards for teachers, in the requirements for initial teacher education, the induction period and the professional development framework.

• The Chartered College of Teaching in England, the General Teaching Councils of Northern Ireland and Scotland and the Education Workforce Council in Wales using research about effective knowledge mobilization practice to identify examples where teachers have used evidence to change practice and working to embed such practice more widely.

• The Department for Education and its devolved equivalents building on initiatives like the Research Schools Network, ensuring that all schools and colleges are closely connected to research hub institutions.

• Ofsted, and the equivalent inspectorates in the devolved administrations, ensuring that frameworks are in place that encourage school and college leadership to develop a culture of critical evaluation and research-informed practice.
The needs of policymakers
Policy is stronger, more strategic and most likely to achieve its intended aims when policymakers use relevant and reliable evidence to inform policy development and implementation. Research provides an evidence base on which policymakers can base their decisions, ensuring that policies stand the tests of public scrutiny. Research can help policymakers to develop policy that can be implemented more effectively, delivering value for money to the taxpayer and maximising impact. It also reduces the risk of policy failure resulting from insufficient understanding of the consequences of decisions.

This report identifies a range of cultural and practical barriers to the use of research in education policymaking. For example, navigating the corridors of government is challenging for those outside the policy profession. Moreover, it can be difficult to match up the short-term nature of policymaking (and political cycles that require fast decisions) with the longer-term nature of some research, where it may take years to get reliable and meaningful evidence. One way to break down the practical and cultural barriers between policymakers and the research community is to increase their opportunities for interaction.

RECOMMENDATION 7
Facilitating the needs of policymakers
Practical and cultural barriers, along with political and ideological resistance, inhibit flows of information and ideas between researchers and policymakers. To enable policy professionals to meet the Civil Service standards for analysis and use of evidence, these barriers could be reduced by building on existing schemes, including:

- Government, UKRI and other bodies increasing the scale and improving the sustainability of placements for researchers within government departments.
- Governments seconding policymakers into research teams.
- Governments, UKRI, universities and other research organisations creating opportunities for researchers to make connections with policymakers and learn how to navigate government and its agencies, for example through research seminars or work shadowing.
- The national academies of the UK and other facilitating bodies convening high-level forums to explore solutions to policy challenges.
Evidence synthesis

Policymakers need to assess research for its validity, applicability, significance and reliability. Politicians, their advisers, and civil servants may well have strong academic backgrounds; they may understand research methods; and they may have connections with researchers. In most cases, however, their knowledge and experience of research in the specific field in which they are working will be limited.

Ultimately, policymakers need direct or mediated access to research. Yet evidence syntheses for policymakers are few and far between, and there are limited drivers in the research environment for researchers to produce such syntheses.

To encourage this activity, researchers should get more recognition for the expertise needed to create high-quality syntheses, for example through measures such as the REF. Researchers themselves may also require training on evidence synthesis to promote timely and effective knowledge exchange.

RECOMMENDATION 8
Support the production and use of evidence synthesis

Evidence synthesis can provide valuable insights to researchers, teachers and policymakers but is currently underused. Increased production and use of evidence synthesis could be achieved by:

- Through the Office for Educational Research, governments and teachers working with the research community to identify research areas requiring synthesis.
- Governments and their agencies, researchers and teachers adopting common approaches to evidence synthesis which focus on ensuring the findings have practical application in policy and practice.
- Publishers and educational research bodies, such as the College of Teaching and BERA, providing guidance to authors on evidence-synthesis methods.
- Research England ensuring evidence synthesis is valued in research accountability frameworks such as the REF.
Chapter one
Vision and challenges
Vision and challenges

1.1 Why is research on education important?
Young people need the best possible education if they are to thrive in a rapidly changing world. Among other things, education enables societies to systematically pass knowledge from one generation to the next. This knowledge is about how the world works in the broadest sense: it helps us understand the sorts of beings we are, the way we fit into our environment, and our place in the universe. A good education empowers individuals and prepares them to deal with complexity, diversity, and change.

Education should equip people to lead flourishing lives, and give them the tools to help others flourish as well. It is about personal wellbeing and good citizenship, both in the ways that we treat others and also in our ability to take an intelligent and critical stance toward government. Education should enable us to be active citizens.

As the world changes, so too does the nature of education itself. For instance, technology has revolutionised people’s access to information, reshaping the routes to public knowledge. That store of information is also growing rapidly, and what is deemed to be reliable knowledge is less stable than ever before. Citizens therefore need to acquire new skills to judge the reliability of this information.

Meanwhile, governments across the world spend billions on education, making countless crucial decisions about how to deploy those resources. Getting it right matters. That is why educational policy and practice should be informed by the best available research evidence.

1.2 Educational outcomes
In popular discourse, and in many policy contexts, education is often narrowly defined in terms of standards; it is formed and produced by its measurement. But a successful education is not just about the academic standards that students achieve. Education is successful if it contributes towards enabling people to meet basic needs: being healthy; developing strong and transferable intellectual and practical skills; dealing with complexity, diversity, and change; developing personal qualities, such as fortitude and good judgement; and being active citizens. A narrow focus on measuring only those factors that can be measured distorts how we understand the benefits that education delivers.

1.3 Challenges
Education underpins all aspects of society, so it is hardly surprising that learning and teaching are part of a complex ecosystem. One dimension of this complexity is the competing political and ideological viewpoints about: the goal of education; the outcomes that education seeks to produce; and how best to achieve these goals. There are many different actors within this ecosystem – including practitioners, researchers, policymakers, parents and employers, and the organisations in which they come together – who often have different priorities.

The interdependencies between education and other social issues add further complications. For example, reducing the long tail of underperformance among pupils requires an alignment between education, welfare, health and employment policies. The economic, political, social and technological

---

environment in which education sits is also subject to short and long-term changes. Socio-demographic changes and global flows of migration raise additional issues about intercultural understanding, the value and meaning of differing epistemological traditions, and equity and fairness.

The education system in the UK has been moulded by the wider historical context within which it evolved. It is a devolved responsibility, leading to different approaches between and within each of the home nations. For instance, there is a wide diversity of school and college structures and associated governance and funding mechanisms, and a number of different teacher training routes.

### 1.4 What can research contribute?

Educational research can generate reliable and valid answers to well-defined questions, providing evidence to inform changes to policy or practice. Such research can also offer important insights, whether providing conceptual clarity about what it means to be educated, or identifying potential outcomes (intended or otherwise) of specific courses of action. The ultimate goal of educational research is to enable an improved life experience and educational outcomes for young people (see Figure 1). However, the implications of the evidence and insights generated by educational research will always depend on the contexts of the education ecosystem in which they are applied.

---

**FIGURE 1**

The role of educational research.
1.5 This report
One of the most enduring values of our society is that everyone can benefit from education – indeed, that they have a fundamental right to it – and that we provide special resources for the education of children and young people. Yet how we do this in practice is subject to change, and can be hotly contested.

Viewing education as a complex, living ecosystem helps us to articulate the ways in which research and education intersect. By demonstrating the complexity of these interactions, it challenges simplistic assumptions about how research can be harnessed to improve the health and functioning of the ecosystem. It enables us to understand various flows between the actors in the research-relevant aspects of the ecosystem. We can explore whether flows are missing or need to be strengthened; uncover tensions or barriers that need to be addressed; or identify facilitators that could enable the ecosystem to evolve.

This ecosystem approach has provided the framework for this project’s work. We have focused on 3 core actors: researchers (anyone who produces research, including teachers), practitioners (teachers and those who support teaching) and policymakers. We have also studied the flows of people, funding and information through the education ecosystem.

This report sets out some necessary actions that might enable research to better inform the effective evolution of the education ecosystem. It focuses on formal education in schools and colleges up to the age of 18, but many of the lessons are translatable to other sectors and contexts for education.

A number of factors make this report particularly timely. The recent creation of UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) has brought together the 7 disciplinary research councils, along with Research England and Innovate UK. This creates opportunities for changes in the ways that excellent research is identified and funded, including research that cuts across disciplinary boundaries (see sections 3.2 to 3.6). There is growing evidence that the pipeline of educational researchers is at risk (see sections 3.7 to 3.11). There is also an emerging move in the teaching profession towards research-informed practice and understanding.

In the following chapters we explore: the nature of the education ecosystem and how it can work to identify priorities for educational research (Chapter 2); the capacity for educational research within the academic community (Chapter 3); and the role of educational research within teaching (Chapter 4) and within policymaking (Chapter 5). Chapter 6 sets out our conclusions and a summary of the actions that need to be taken to improve how the education ecosystem functions².

---
² Further information about how the report has been produced can be found in Appendix 1.
Chapter two
Research and the education ecosystem
Research and the education ecosystem

2.1 Research, challenges, and the education ecosystem
Research on education does not exist in a vacuum. It is part of a wider education ecosystem, involving a range of actors undertaking different activities. The actors include, at an institutional level, schools and colleges, higher education institutions (HEIs), independent research organisations, publishers, funding bodies, and governments and their agencies. Many of the activities taking place in the ecosystem can be informed by, or generate, research (see ‘The Teaching and Learning Research Programme’ in the box below). Research-relevant activities include teaching, the training of teachers and researchers, collecting data, undertaking research, and publishing, although the definition of what counts as research is itself a matter of debate.

The research-related activities in the ecosystem depend on healthy flows of inputs and outputs of people, funding and information:

- Skilled, trained people use and undertake research.
- Financial resources are needed to train researchers; support and publish research; and then translate that research into practice or policy.
- Evidence and insights move between actors in the ecosystem to inform their activities.

These flows are subject to political, economic and other environmental changes, conditions that are beyond the control of any single actor. The strength of the flows, which depend on the allocation of resources, determines how effective the actors are at undertaking their activities. This chapter describes the place of research in the education ecosystem and explores how the actors within it can work together to identify priorities.

BOX 1
The Teaching and Learning Research Programme
The Teaching and Learning Research Programme (2000 to 2011) was the UK’s largest ever programme of research into pedagogy. It was funded by the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) and managed by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC). In addition to producing research of high quality and value, it aimed to engage users in its work; design projects for impact on practice and policy; and enhance research capacity, including through training on research skills.

The success of the Teaching and Learning Research Programme depended on collaboration across the ecosystem, to enable it to extend its impact beyond the interests of any individual actor3. However, the evaluation of the programme found that the achievements of individual projects were variable and not all opportunities were fully exploited.

2.2 Research-relevant activities in the education ecosystem

The actors in the research-relevant aspects of the education ecosystem can be grouped into nine relatively broad types based on their functions. These are shown as nodes in Figure 2, which also includes examples of the actors that fulfil these functions (rather than representing each individual and organisation separately). Some organisations and individuals will be actors within multiple nodes. For example, the Wellcome Trust and the Nuffield Foundation are funding bodies, research mediators and independent research organisations.

2.3 The complexity of devolution

In the UK, education is a devolved responsibility. Consequently, while the categories of actors remain the same across the 4 UK nations, the organisations and individuals within each node may be different. The nature of the flows between these actors, and in particular the mechanisms by which they take place, will also vary. We recognise the need to be sensitive to this context – we cannot expect a ‘one size fits all’ approach to be effective in improving the operation of the ecosystem. On the other hand, it may be possible to take examples of practice from one nation and adapt them for application elsewhere.

Figure 3 highlights key differences in the nature and activities of the actors in the 4 UK nations.
Nodes in the educational research system.

**FIGURE 2**
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Differences between actors in UK nations

**Wales:** lacking in education research

**Scotland:** GTCS

**NI:** three teacher training institutions

**Higher education institutions:**
- Research
- Synthesise
- Communicate
- Prioritise
- Train

**Professional bodies:**
- Coordinate
- Communicate
- Train
- Conferences
- Network

**KEY**

Differences between actors in UK nations
2.4 Diversity in educational research

This report takes a pragmatic, pluralist and inclusive stance on what constitutes educational research. Education is multidimensional, and addressing its challenges effectively requires cross-disciplinary approaches involving a range of qualitative and quantitative methodologies in structured exploratory and participatory research designs. Core dimensions of this diversity are:

- **Diversity of purpose**
  The purposes of educational research extend well beyond research to inform teaching and learning. Some research methodologies set out to clarify and develop our understanding of the purposes of education or to establish links between specific policies or approaches in education and their impact on different social groups (such as social exclusion and marginalisation). Research on education policy looks at its effectiveness and its fitness for purpose; this includes research that identifies problems through analysis and evaluation, research that proposes and designs solutions, and research that challenges accepted beliefs and assumptions. In all cases, impact is usually indirect and difficult to measure.

- **Diversity of focus**
  There are well-established educational research traditions focusing on different substantive areas including (but not limited to) curriculum; assessment and pedagogy; training and continuing professional development of teachers; structures and systems; organisation, governance, management and leadership of schools; psychology, including how children learn; autism and disability; and equality and social justice. While some educational research focuses on specific disciplines (such as science, mathematics, engineering or language), other educational research is more generic and is applicable to any discipline.

- **Diversity of actors, participants and stakeholders**
  The people involved in the conduct of educational research work in a variety of environments and with different motivations and expertise. Many individuals straddle multiple worlds. Many researchers are based in HEIs, but charities, schools and colleges also employ researchers. Teachers work in schools and colleges and may also teach, study or do research in HEIs, work as examiners and write for pupils or teachers. Government bodies, think tanks and independent companies are often involved in research, and they employ researchers, teachers and policy professionals.

- **Diversity of funding**
  Funding for educational research comes from various sources including government ministries, government-funded independent research councils, companies, schools and colleges, and charities and foundations.

2.5 International perspective

Educational research is a global endeavour, and many of the questions that it seeks to tackle are universal, adding further complexity to the ecosystem. This report focuses on the research capacity of the UK, and on research that has a direct relevance to policy and practice in the UK. Moreover, many UK-based researchers are tackling questions focused on education systems in the developing world, but which may nevertheless have lessons that can be applied closer to home, albeit within different educational structures. International researchers conduct research within the UK. Research carried out beyond the UK also has the potential to be relevant for UK policy and practice. However, this report has not considered international aspects of the ecosystem, or how policymakers and practitioners can tap into this evidence base (and pool of researchers) more effectively.
2.6 The value of research in the education ecosystem

Educational research can have an impact on both policy and practice (see ‘Examples of excellent research impact’). However, research evidence rarely provides definitive, categorical, answers for decisions about educational policy and practice because of variations in context, individuals and values. It is quite rare for things to be ‘proved’ by educational research, but evidence and insights from good educational research, particularly where a body of research has built up over time, can certainly inform decisions: evidence can be clear that a given practice is likely to have better or worse outcomes than another.

Examples of excellent research impact as assessed in REF 2014

**Early years learning.** ‘The Effective Provision of Pre-School Education’ study, led by Kathy Sylva and Pam Sammons at the University of Oxford, has had considerable impact on the landscape of early years education. Key policy initiatives based on the study’s findings include: the 3-to-4-year-olds’ education entitlement; free early years education for disadvantaged 2 year olds; the Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum; and major funding (such as the £305 million Graduate Leader Fund) for upgrading the professional qualifications of early years staff.

**Assessment for learning.** The work of Paul Black, Dylan Wiliam and colleagues at King’s College London has led to the adoption of formative assessment as a central feature of the interactions between teachers and learners in UK classrooms and overseas. Formative assessment provides feedback on pupils’ performance and does not contribute to a final mark or grade. The research has informed initial teacher training standards and is widely used in initial teacher education and professional development practice in the UK.

**Mathematics teaching.** A research programme in mathematics education that used an iterative approach to develop and refine tools, which was led by Malcolm Swan at the University of Nottingham, was adopted by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the US National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics as part of their strategy to improve the quality of mathematics teaching and learning in US secondary schools.

**Research on school performance.** The performance monitoring systems developed by the Centre for Evaluation and Monitoring at Durham University are used by 6,000 schools and local authorities across the UK in assessing 750,000 pupils per year. Research based on these systems has led to impacts on policy, on the education system and on other performance monitoring systems via satellite centres in Australia, New Zealand and Hong Kong.

**Further education.** Recommendations arising from work led by Gareth Parry at the University of Sheffield (2001 to 2012) were adopted by HEFCE in 2006 as sector policy. Parry’s work contributed to changing the national funding and reporting arrangements where higher education is delivered in further education colleges, informing institutional strategy and institutional capacity building, and developing guidance for professional practice.

---

4 Further examples can be found in: Academy of Social Sciences. 2016 Making the Case for the Social Sciences: Education. See https://www.acss.org.uk/mtc-12-education/ (accessed on 29 June 2018).
2.7 Characteristics of good educational research
Good educational research engages with the issues and possibilities of education in its fullest sense and across its broad purpose. To engage with this wide variety of problems, educational research draws upon diverse methodological and conceptual frameworks from the arts, humanities, social and natural sciences.

Educational research is about supporting social equity and justice, diversity and positive learning experiences, as much as it is about raising standards of academic attainment. It should be both critical and constructive, challenging existing orthodoxies and providing practitioners and policymakers with tools that enable them to think better about what they do. Good research should be independent, with outcomes not influenced by funders and policymakers.

2.8 Barriers to good educational research
HEIs and independent research organisations educate and train researchers. They are also responsible for providing a supportive research culture that enables high quality research. If these institutions fail to meet their responsibilities, it may introduce barriers that prevent researchers from undertaking good research. These barriers can include:

- Research questions not sufficiently informed by the needs of practitioners or policymakers.
- Preconceived notions going unchallenged.
- Researchers having limited skills.
- Poor research design and practice leading to lack of rigour.
- Poorly directed or inadequate resources.

Other barriers in the ecosystem may stop researchers undertaking research that is useful to future researchers, practitioners or policymakers. Funders’ priorities may or may not align with those of users of research in practice or policy. The volume of funding available can result in one-off studies rather than research at scale, which may result in findings that cannot be generalised to other contexts. Accountability frameworks like the Research Excellence Framework (REF) or promotion criteria do not value evidence synthesis. This can result in researchers being reluctant to spend time producing evidence syntheses or replicating someone else’s work, because these activities do not attract as much recognition as other forms of research.

---

2.9 Supply and demand

There is a wide range of educational research taking place in the UK, and the research outputs filter through the ecosystem in various ways (see Figure 4 for some examples of these flows). Researchers may seek to publish their work in peer-reviewed journals and books. Other evidence and insights come from studies directly commissioned and funded by government, charities and other bodies. Schools are increasingly becoming important suppliers of evidence: for example, the ARK Academy Chain has an established research arm. Some research produced outside HEIs is published in journals, but it also appears in independent reports or is reported informally in blog posts and other media. It is hard to assess the scale and impact of these independent reports. In the following sections, we focus on the supply of peer-reviewed research produced within HEIs. We consider whether the supply of research evidence matches the stated needs of practitioners and policymakers.
Two examples of the flow of evidence and insights through the ecosystem. 

FIGURE 4

Two examples of the flow of evidence and insights through the ecosystem.
KEY

Description of evidence and insights that are moving through the ecosystem
2.10 Priorities in the supply of academic research

UK researchers in education are contributing work which makes a demonstrable difference to practice and policy. Over three-quarters of the impact case studies submitted to the REF 2014 by HEIs were judged to be world leading (4*) or internationally excellent (3*)\(^6\). Based on the REF 2014 case studies that the education sub-panel rated as having high impact (see ‘Example case studies submitted to REF 2014’), we have developed a list of broad categories that illustrates the range of this research being undertaken on the supply side:

- Accountability and governance
- Assessment
- Curriculum development and pedagogy
- Early childhood
- Education policy
- Higher education
- Inequalities and social justice
- International development
- IT/Digital
- Literacy or numeracy
- Primary education
- Research methods
- Special needs or learning disabilities
- Science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education
- Student voice and engagement
- Supporting learners and families
- Supporting teachers and schools
- Vocational education and training

HEIs presented an additional 150 impact case studies relevant to education to other REF panels.

---

Example case studies submitted to REF 2014

**CASE STUDY 1**
Unit of Assessment: Education  
Subject area: Education policy  
Title: Education plc: new philanthropy and old inequalities

Stephen Ball at UCL Institute of Education has produced a series of highly provocative analyses of English education policy and the neoliberal education concepts and practices that have taken root in an increasing number of countries. He has also raised awareness of the growing significance of international ‘edu-businesses’ and philanthropists. His work has proved valuable not only to national and global teachers’ organisations but also to pressure groups and thinktanks seeking to protect the state education system. Teachers have also derived comfort and insight from Ball’s research, because it allows them to gain a better understanding of the mundane but powerful managerial and market forces that influence how they work and relate to themselves.

**CASE STUDY 2**
Unit of Assessment: Education  
Subject area: Inequalities and social justice  
Title: Campaigning for equal opportunities in learning outside the classroom

Research undertaken at Cardiff University has generated important evidence about unequal access to Learning Outside the Classroom (LOtC) between social groups, as well as providing the foundation for equal-opportunities campaigning in this area. LOtC covers activities that children undertake beyond the confines of the school walls, ranging from international residential trips to short visits to local museums and parks. These kinds of activities are widely recognised as being beneficial for children’s emotional, cognitive and social development.

The impact of this research can be traced through collaborations with voluntary sector organisations and the UK government; in evidence given to various House of Commons Select Committee enquiries; the raising of a debate in Parliament through an Early Day Motion; and its support for the establishment of the Council for Learning Outside the Classroom, which links LOtC organisations and professionals.

**CASE STUDY 3**
Unit of assessment: Computer science and informatics  
Subject area: Computer science  
Title: Enhancing the effectiveness of educational games and learning tools

The use of technology to enhance student learning is known to have a significant impact on achievement in all subject areas and across all stages of schooling and learning. Educational computer games and online tools help engage students, making learning enjoyable and therefore more effective.

Computer scientists at the University of Leicester used their expertise in the analysis of online learning tools and educational games to evaluate whether and why such games or tools work and, most importantly, how they can be improved. The research has been used by:

- The software industry to develop new products for the e-learning and games markets.
- Schools and HEIs to create tailored e-learning tools which enable better learning experiences and improved outcomes for students.
- Industry to design and improve effective e-learning modules for employee training.
2.11 Demand from policymakers

The UK government recently published a collection of documents that outline the Areas of Research Interest (ARI)\(^7\) of more than a dozen departments. Those areas relating to education apply specifically to England, and they neatly summarise the education-related policy demands in that nation. The Department for Education (DfE), Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) and the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) all articulate related research needs. DWP’s focus is on the labour market and supporting disadvantaged families. BEIS and DfE both cover decision-making linked to skills. The DfE’s research needs are the most wide-ranging and are designed to indicate where the research community can readily contribute to the evidence base. The department has highlighted the need for research regarding pressing policy issues, including teacher supply and school funding. Social mobility, wellbeing and place-based research are themes within the ARI (see ‘Department for Education’s Areas of Research Interest 2018’). Evidence about pedagogy in primary and secondary schools is noticeably absent, but this is unsurprising as the department has avoided directly engaging in research in this area, believing it to be more appropriately handled by teachers, schools and independent research organisations.

The Scottish Government’s educational research strategy\(^8\) articulates specific research needs in Scotland. It focuses on delivering the priorities set out in the National Improvement Framework and Improvement Plan: improving attainment, closing the attainment gap between the most and least disadvantaged children, improving children’s health and wellbeing, and improving employability skills.

---

**BOX 3**

**Department for Education’s Areas of Research Interest 2018**

The DfE’s Areas of Research Interest for schools and early years covers:

- **Effective approaches** in different early years settings, and for pupils with different SEND (special educational needs and disability) conditions, based on insights from cognitive science and neuroscience.

- **Transition** between early years and primary, particularly for disadvantaged pupils.

- **Improving equity** by understanding geographic differences and predicting which schools might improve or deteriorate.

- **Parental engagement**, specifically the barriers and drivers to parental engagement in education in the home.

- **Organising schools** to become more financially efficient, and using technology to reduce staff workload.

- **Improving staff recruitment and retention**, especially in shortage subjects.

- **Wellbeing** of pupils and teachers, including the school’s role in improving pupil mental health.

---


The Welsh Government is currently developing a research strategy for education. In Northern Ireland, the Department for the Economy Analytical Services Unit (ASU) co-ordinates the department’s Analytical Work Programme (AWP). Annually, the department reviews the relevant evidence to support key policy priorities, objectives and targets, and considers if there are any areas where additional research or analysis may be required. A prioritised list of potential AWP projects is drawn up and considered with a view to agreeing what projects can be taken forward in the coming year with the resources available.

2.12 Demand from practitioners
In researching this report, it proved difficult to find reliable information about the evidence and insights that teachers, schools and colleges value. We therefore consulted this community through a series of focus group sessions that involved researchers and policymakers (see Appendix), and also reviewed the Education Endowment Foundation’s (EEF) School Themes, which are co-determined with teachers (see ‘Practitioners’ research priorities’).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 4</th>
<th>Practitioners’ research priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Behaviour</strong>: improving pupil engagement and minimising disruptive behaviour.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Character and essential skills</strong>: building attitudes, skills and behaviours that support children’s learning and personal development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Developing effective learners</strong>: supporting pupils to become effective and self-motivated learners.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Enrichment</strong>: extending learning beyond traditional academic priorities, including careers education, and participation in the arts and sports.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Feedback and monitoring pupil progress</strong>: using assessment to understand pupils’ strengths, weaknesses and progress, and addressing these through feedback.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Language and literacy**: evidence on literacy from the EEF’s Teaching and Learning Toolkit (which summarises international evidence on teaching) alongside the findings from recent EEF projects.

- **Mathematics**: improving the teaching and learning of mathematics.

- **Organising your school**: addressing school-level structural and organisational issues, such as timetabling, class size, the built environment, and digital technology.

- **Parental engagement**: helping parents to support their children’s learning.

- **Science**: improving the teaching and learning of science.

- **Staff deployment and development**: improving the quality of teaching through staff deployment and continuing professional development.

---


2.13 Finding shared priorities

Researchers, practitioners and policymakers do not have shared priorities, although there are areas of common concern or interest. This results in an inevitable mismatch between the supply and demand of research and contributes to a lack of sustained research effort. There is some obvious overlap between the research priorities of the governments of the UK’s 4 nations and those of practitioners, but there are also some themes that are wider-ranging, and others that are more specific. These include research on certain curriculum subjects or particular aspects of school improvement. The volume of published research is high and wide-ranging, but we question whether the coverage and quality of the evidence base addresses all the priorities identified by practitioners or policymakers (discussed further in section 3.3).

An intervention in the ecosystem is needed to identify critical mismatches in the supply and demand of educational research, and to determine ways to address gaps which require large scale studies. There have been a number of previous attempts to address this challenge, but we can use the clarity provided by the publication of government ARIs related to education, and the creation of UKRI, to improve collaboration and understanding11.

We need a new organisational structure that brings together governments, governmental organisations, researchers, teachers and other funders. This structure must enable the actors to discuss and debate their research priorities together, and to co-develop research strategies for addressing these priorities. In health this has been achieved through the Office for Strategic Coordination of Health Research (OSCHR), which provides one possible model12. OSCHR brings together the Department of Health and Social Care, the Medical Research Council and the Wellcome Trust. There are other possible models elsewhere across the world, such as the US National Center for Education Research13.

The precise nature of this new organisational structure for education may vary by UK nation, but we would expect it to be jointly owned by government and UKRI, involve philanthropic funders, and ensure the voices of all stakeholders can be heard. Its remit would extend across education, beyond the limited scope we have considered in this report.


RECOMMENDATION 1

Connecting supply and demand

Governments of the 4 UK nations should instigate a process to develop a new organisational structure for educational research, working with UKRI, teaching bodies and other funders. The structure should have at its heart an Office for Educational Research to identify and seek to address mismatches in supply and demand. This Office will need to bring together representatives from government, key public and private research funders, teachers and researchers. This representation may include:

- A programme board that reviews opportunities for educational research opportunities across the UKRI councils.
- The chief scientific advisers of the 4 nations’ government education departments to explore where there are shared priorities across the UK.
- Umbrella organisations for teachers (e.g. Chartered College of Teaching) to ensure practitioner voices are heard.
- Learned societies and subject associations, to ensure researchers are fully engaged.
- A forum for all funders of educational research, such as charities as well as UKRI, to identify opportunities for coordination on the direction of funding.
- Employer and skills bodies (e.g. Federation of Small Businesses, Confederation of British Industry) to ensure needs for the future workforce are taken into account.
Chapter three
The current state of educational research
The current state of educational research

3.1 Distribution of research capacity

The inherent interdisciplinarity of the educational research space means that it is difficult to assess the make-up and scale of the research base (see ‘The number of educational researchers’). Higher education data sources have a single category for ‘education’ that covers research on all phases of education, including early years and higher and adult education, as well as general education for 5-to-19-year-olds in schools and colleges. Moreover, educational research outputs and those who produce them are reported within many different disciplines (e.g., economics, geography, business and social policy). In this chapter we focus on researchers located within HEIs and our data is drawn solely from the ‘education’ classification in the sources, which means it does not include researchers working in other university departments. Moreover, many more researchers work within independent research organisations but there is no central source of data which captures these. Nevertheless, they provide vital research capacity which can also be harnessed within the overall ecosystem.

**BOX 5**

**The number of educational researchers**

According to the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA), 113 universities in the UK recorded employing staff in ‘education’ in 2016 to 2017. But in REF 2014, only 76 HEIs made submissions to the ‘Unit of Assessment 25: Education’ category. These submissions involved a total of 1,442 full-time equivalent staff, equating to 1,606 individuals, around one-third of the eligible workforce. However, education-related research was also submitted to other Units of Assessment, including health, psychology, computer sciences, geography, business, sociology, social work, sports sciences, history, art, and design, music, and drama.

Over the last 20 years, the number of institutions making submissions in ‘education’, and the number of individuals involved, to the Research Assessment Exercise and its successor, REF, has shown a gradual decline. The membership of the British Education Research Association (BERA) stood at 1,585 in 2015.

---

14 HESA Staff Record 2016/17, accessed under license via HeidiPlus. Copyright Higher Education Statistics Agency Limited. Neither the Higher Education Statistics Agency Limited nor HESA Services Limited can accept responsibility for any inferences or conclusions derived by third parties from data or other information obtained from Heidi Plus. Note: All figures exclude atypical staff and staff working in non-academic roles. HESA rounding methodology has been applied.
3.2 Variations in capacity
In terms of location, much of the UK’s educational research capacity in HEIs is concentrated in London and the south-east. There is also a pocket of strength in the north-east of England. Overall, there is an uneven geographical distribution of educational research activity (see Figure 5) and a related uneven distribution of research quality (see section 3.3). A distinctive feature of the education ecosystem is that to be effective, it requires researchers to be situated close to practitioners in order to undertake some of their research by engaging directly with schools, and to ensure that teachers and school leaders can engage most effectively with research and researchers. Teacher training and supply models also benefit from having ready access to centres of research.

Notably, institutions in the devolved nations tend to have small academic populations within the educational research field. There is a severe lack of educational research in Wales. Given the context-specific nature of many research questions in education, this lack of capacity in the devolved nations is a barrier to the use of evidence and insights for practitioners and policymakers in these nations.

**FIGURE 5**
Total research income for education departments in HEIs 2013 to 2016.

Source: HESA Finance Record.

---

15 HESA Finance Record, accessed under license via HeidiPlus. Copyright Higher Education Statistics Agency Limited. Neither the Higher Education Statistics Agency Limited nor HESA Services Limited can accept responsibility for any inferences or conclusions derived by third parties from data or other information obtained from Heidi Plus. Note: All figures exclude atypical staff and staff working in non-academic roles. HESA rounding methodology has been applied.
RECOMMENDATION 2

The geography of the ecosystem

The Office for Educational Research should carry out a review of the distribution of educational research capacity across the UK. It should use its coordinating role to facilitate collaborations that enable researchers, practitioners, policymakers and other stakeholders to work together. These collaborations may be regional or thematic.

3.3 Research quality

UK researchers are clearly contributing work of quality to the international research effort in education. Some 66% of REF 2014 submissions were ‘world leading’ or ‘internationally excellent’ overall. The distribution of grades for education was on a par with those for other major social sciences. However, there is a ‘long tail’ of institutions that only submitted very small numbers of educational research staff for REF 2014. Of the 113 HEIs with staff in education in 2016 – 17, this includes 5 institutions with over 250 academic staff in education, and 21 with fewer than 25 academic staff in the subject. While researchers in these institutions may be undertaking valuable work within the educational research landscape, the departments may not have the capacity to investigate major research questions requiring large research teams, or may be primarily teaching focused.

Analysis of REF 2014 institutional statements on impact and environment indicates that when educational research does have an impact, there are typically strong structures in place for research management and leadership at those institutions. There is also coherence between the institution’s research priorities and its strategy for achieving impact. These institutions implement their strategies operationally, for example by making impact a consideration within annual planning; providing dedicated funding, training and allocated staff time; and support for communication methods such as open access journals. These institutions tailor their strategic direction to their aims and strengths, with an understanding of user needs. They foster links between actors in the ecosystem, for example by providing opportunities for visiting staff from schools, colleges or policy environments. They also nurture wider relationships with other organisations, such as government research teams and independent research organisations.

3.4 Research breadth

The REF 2014 education sub-panel report contains an overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the field. Compared with previous Research Assessment Exercises, more submissions were based on quantitative data, including large-scale datasets and longitudinal cohort studies, and many of these submissions were strong, though there was scope for more exploitation of secondary datasets such as the National Pupil Database. We considered how some of the research areas discussed by the REF sub-panel compare with practitioner and policymakers’ priorities.

• Science, maths and languages in secondary schools. The sub-panel found good coverage of a broad range of curriculum areas at secondary level, though for some subjects they reported that research expertise was very concentrated. High quality research on STEM curriculum areas was characterised by rigorous methodological design, and the use or development of theory to address significant policy or practice questions. The research related to languages and literacy was rich and diverse, with interdisciplinary approaches common.
• **Equity.** Research relating to equity supports a number of priorities for practitioners and policymakers, including developing effective learners, transition and parental engagement. The panel found that research on student identities, including gender, race, social class and sexuality, was often world leading, contributing to cutting-edge theory. A large number of outputs focused on participation, rights and equity issues, many of which were internationally excellent and world leading.

• **Developing effective learners.** The panel identified philosophy and theory of pedagogy as a strength.

• **Feedback and monitoring pupil progress.** Assessment was another strength highlighted by the sub-panel.

The panel also identified school choice research as a strength. Although this doesn’t appear directly in the stated practitioner and policymaker priorities, we can speculate that it would be a priority for parents. This illustrates the complexity of the education ecosystem and the number of actors who have a stake in it, extending beyond the scope of this report. Theoretical work in sociology and social theory was also judged to be very strong and often innovative, with sociological work combining qualitative and quantitative evidence tending to be of very high quality.

A number of research areas linked to priorities showed signs of promise, but the panel felt that research in these areas could be strengthened.

• **Vocational education and training.** The sub-panel judged that the research on further, adult and vocational education was of comparable excellence to work on other education sectors, but they noted the lower than expected volume of submitted outputs in these areas.

• **Staff development and school organisation.** The value of interdisciplinary approaches was evident in research on school leadership and management, but the panel noted that many research projects used highly selective or small samples.

The sub-panel also identified a number of areas where HEIs did not submit research for assessment, or where the examples were weak. These included curriculum, pedagogy and assessment at primary level, where the sub-panel suggested the education ecosystem might benefit from more research investigating the consequences of changing structures of provision.

3.5 Interdisciplinary approaches

Interdisciplinary expertise is often needed to provide the insight and evidence to answer the full breadth of educational questions posed by researchers, policymakers and teachers\(^\text{16}\). Addressing these questions requires teams or individuals to understand social, economic, political, environmental and cultural processes and hence draw on knowledge and skills from multiple disciplines. As a result, we anticipate more emphasis on collaborative structures and interdisciplinary work in the future, building on existing trends.

---

Within HEIs, educational research takes place in a wide variety of departments. An analysis using the Scimago Shape of Science interface revealed that UK-based education research is published in a variety of academic journals across many disciplines. While there is a major influence of education research across social science, arts and humanities disciplines, there is a large and growing spread of education research in psychology and neuroscience, and strong pockets elsewhere within the decision sciences, engineering, and health sciences\(^7\).

### 3.6 Deepening the pool

There is huge untapped capacity in the research body beyond educational research that could — and is needed to — contribute to the research challenges in education. For example, the REF 2014 sub-panel noted its surprise at the lack of research submitted that exploited the interdisciplinary potential of work bridging education, neuroscience and psychology. The barriers to effective interdisciplinary research are well known and they include structural and operational barriers within universities. Within the education ecosystem, the role of funders in supporting research at the interface between disciplines is crucial to avoid funding applications for interdisciplinary research falling between different panels.

There is an opportunity to put in place mechanisms that support both intra-institution collaboration, facilitating interdisciplinary research, and inter-institutional networks that draw together different areas of expertise. This will help create a critical mass of researchers able to tackle the common priorities in educational research and to support research being undertaken in schools and colleges.

---

**RECOMMENDATION 3**

**Improving collaboration**

Interdisciplinary educational research will be needed to respond to the big strategic questions in educational research. UK governments and their agencies, including UKRI and other funders of educational research, and HEIs and other research organisations, should invest in interdisciplinary, cross-departmental and cross-institutional collaboration.

UKRI’s strategic priorities fund creates an opportunity for focused funding of interdisciplinary educational research. Its scope should be informed by evidence from policymakers, teachers and researchers (as set out in Recommendation 1).

---

3.7 The pipeline of researchers

Researchers generally move between 4 of the ecosystem nodes (see Figure 6). They may start their research careers in schools and colleges, and formalise their training in HEIs. They may also start their research careers in independent research organisations and move into government or HEIs. Researchers are also drawn into educational research from outside the education ecosystem (not shown in Figure 6).

FIGURE 6

The flow of researchers.

KEY

Flows of people undertaking research between the organisations that train them or generate research.
3.8 The changing supply of research talent
The supply of future educational researchers is declining. That risks hindering the long-term health of educational research in the UK. Data from HESA show that the age profile of research staff studying education is highly unusual, with more than one-half of the total staff aged over 50 and more than one-third over 55 years of age (see Box 5)\(^{18}\).

In 2016 to 2017, 4950 academic staff were on part-time contracts, equating to 1615 FTE (excluding atypical staff). Part-time teaching-only staff (who are not required to undertake research under the terms of their contract) make up 28% of all academic staff in education departments\(^ {19}\). The number of staff on academic contracts not requiring individuals to undertake research has grown in the past 10 years. These staff members are very likely to be practitioners employed in roles connected to teacher education. The proportion of the workforce on part-time contracts also reflects this.

3.9 Reductions in postgraduate research
In the period 2011 to 2016, around 6% of doctoral studentships awarded by the ESRC were education-related, totalling about 48 per year\(^ {20}\). However, in total, fewer students are studying postgraduate research degrees in educational research each year, which poses a risk to the sustainability of the workforce (although as with staff numbers, postgraduate research students may be carrying out education-related research within other disciplines). Since reaching a peak in 2011, the total number of postgraduate research students in educational research has declined, a trend affecting UK, EU and international students (see Figure 7).

3.10 An unusual pool of researchers
Research capacity in education is unusual in that a significant proportion of new researchers in this field are mature students from a broad range of backgrounds. Even those who enter postgraduate study direct from undergraduate degrees come from across the disciplinary spectrum. Postgraduate training providers need to differentiate their training and support to support this breadth of backgrounds. For example, these students may not have had a strong grounding in the full range of social science research methods. Analysis of the profiles of a sample of the academics submitted to the REF 2014 found that around one-quarter had a background in school teaching\(^ {20}\). This means that a close connection between higher education and practice is built into the nature of the workforce. This is a significant opportunity for research in the education ecosystem that is taken up by many researchers, as long students are able to access suitable training and financial support.

---

19. HESA Staff Record 2016/17, accessed under license via HeidiPlus. Copyright Higher Education Statistics Agency Limited. Neither the Higher Education Statistics Agency Limited nor HESA Services Limited can accept responsibility for any inferences or conclusions derived by third parties from data or other information obtained from Heidi Plus. Note: All figures exclude atypical staff and staff working in non-academic roles. HESA rounding methodology has been applied.
## FIGURE 7

Changes in PhD student numbers over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(X0) Broadly-based programmes within education</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X1) Training teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X2) Research and study skills in education</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X3) Academic studies in education</td>
<td>5,605</td>
<td>5,490</td>
<td>5,495</td>
<td>5,320</td>
<td>5,065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X9) Others in education</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand total</td>
<td>6,875</td>
<td>6,815</td>
<td>6,545</td>
<td>6,415</td>
<td>6,180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: HESA Student Record, accessed under license via HeidiPlus. Copyright Higher Education Statistics Agency Limited. Neither the Higher Education Statistics Agency Limited nor HESA Services Limited can accept responsibility for any inferences or conclusions derived by third parties from data or other information obtained from Heidi Plus. Note: All figures exclude atypical staff and staff working in non-academic roles. HESA rounding methodology has been applied.
3.11 Researcher training

If researcher training and continuing development is not of high quality, the ability of researchers, practitioners and policymakers to harness educational research suffers. The REF 2014 sub-panel for education noted that weak research was characterised by lack of a conceptual foundation, or insufficient description of the methods used, which meant that it was impossible to assess its rigour.

In October 2017, the ESRC established 14 interdisciplinary social science doctoral training partnerships (DTPs), a welcome development in providing a rigorous grounding in research training in an interdisciplinary context. However, there is clearly opportunity for greater provision, particularly as only 55 of the 98 HEIs which have postgraduate students in education are part of the DTP network. This requires a supply of suitable academic staff to act as research supervisors, and for learned societies for educational research to support these new supervisors, building on existing models such as that operated by the British Educational Research Association (BERA).

RECOMMENDATION 4

Secure the base of the pipeline

UKRI, other funders, and HEIs, supported by learned societies, must:

• Ensure the training of educational research postgraduate students meets the needs of mature learners – often teachers, with part-time studentships.

• Enable all educational research postgraduate students to benefit from training in the full range of social science methods.

• Foster better links between research students and policy and teaching communities.

This could be achieved by:

• Growing the use of the collaborative studentship (CASE) infrastructure to encourage and enable government and other relevant bodies, including independent research organisations, to support postgraduate research students in educational research.

• Reviewing the guidance for DTPs about flexible approaches to funding and supporting mature students.

• HEIs and funders requiring all postgraduate research students in education to have a supervisory team which recognises the interdisciplinary nature of educational research.
Two examples of the flow of funding for generating or using educational research.

FIGURE 8

Two examples of the flow of funding for generating or using educational research.
3.12 Funding research and knowledge mobilisation

The research endeavour covers a wide range of activities, from ‘blue skies’ to strategically directed research to knowledge transfer. Different mechanisms and organisations fund and receive research-related funding from different parts of this spectrum (see Figure 8 for examples). Challenge-led funding is important, as is the funding of long-term studies. However, it is equally important to ensure that the blue skies, open-ended research endeavour remains healthy in the ecosystem.

Up-to-date figures on research funding are hard to come by and not straightforward to interpret, but 2 things are clear:

- Most sources of funding for educational research have declined considerably in recent years.
- The balance between funding sources is changing.

3.13 Research funding appears to be declining

Research funding for educational research has declined since 1997 (see Box 6). This decline in funding coincides with the ending of the Teaching and Learning Research Programme (TLRP), a substantial investment in educational research. This was one of the very few big educational research projects funded by the UK government over the past 3 decades.

3.14 Changing pillars of support

The balance between funding sources, and the priorities of these funders, are also changing. The government has reduced its direct investment in educational research, and government funding has become more narrowly targeted to focus on a smaller number of priorities. This targeting helps government to address its strategic questions, but does not help support the wider research base. Funding from various other sources (including charities and the EEF) has risen in importance.

In recent years, EU funding has contributed about 10% of the total funding of educational research in the UK. This source has provided a total of €48 million (£42.3 million) from Framework Programme 7, Horizon 2020 and the European Research Council. This funding has often enabled translation of research into practice, or funded research into why particular pedagogical approaches do or don’t work.

In the next few years, UKRI will introduce new interdisciplinary funding models that will influence the system. Some organisations have key roles in commissioning research, and these organisations can significantly influence the overall portfolio of research which is undertaken across the education ecosystem (see Box 8). Overall, the EEF has increased the proportion of quantitative educational research focused on the ‘what works’ approach, which had previously been identified as a gap in the evidence base. The organisation’s independence, yet its very close proximity to government, has also been an advantage.

Funding for educational research should reflect the importance of the role of education within society and to the economy. There should be an appropriate balance between the support for strategically directed research, for innovative ‘blue skies’ research, and for knowledge mobilization activities.

Summary of key funding changes for educational research over time

Over the period 1997 to 2009, between 40% and 50% of funding for educational research in university departments of education came from UK government departments, with a further 25% or so from the research councils. This report has not quantified the funding other university departments or independent research organisations received in this time period.

In 2006, UK government departments and research councils provided £43.7 million for educational research.

In 2014 to 2015, UK government departments and research councils provided £29.8 million for educational research, a 25% drop from 2006 levels (not corrected for inflation).

Quality related (QR) funding from the UK higher education funding councils also fell, from £30 million in 1998 to £20 million in 2016.

In 2011, the Department for Education made a founding investment of £125 million in the Education Endowment Foundation.

RECOMMENDATION 5
QR funding of educational research

Research England and the equivalent bodies in the devolved nations need to ensure that QR funding remains a strong part of the funding portfolio. This funding secures the underlying research infrastructure and enables HEIs to make decisions about what research is important, independent of the immediate priorities of government and funders.

HEIs need to ensure that QR funding is allocated to educational research, which should include support for blue skies research, interdisciplinary activity and maintaining the pipeline of researchers.

If Britain’s departure from the EU prevents UK researchers from accessing EU funding streams, this is likely to have a serious impact on knowledge transfer in educational research. This area of research is a necessary precursor to wider scaling up of interventions, so this area of educational research should be given due attention in the allocation of alternative sources of funding.

BOX 6

Summary of key funding changes for educational research over time

Over the period 1997 to 2009, between 40% and 50% of funding for educational research in university departments of education came from UK government departments, with a further 25% or so from the research councils. This report has not quantified the funding other university departments or independent research organisations received in this time period.

In 2006, UK government departments and research councils provided £43.7 million for educational research.

In 2014 to 2015, UK government departments and research councils provided £29.8 million for educational research, a 25% drop from 2006 levels (not corrected for inflation).

Quality related (QR) funding from the UK higher education funding councils also fell, from £30 million in 1998 to £20 million in 2016.

In 2011, the Department for Education made a founding investment of £125 million in the Education Endowment Foundation.
Chapter four
Translating research into practice
4.1 The benefits of a research-literate teaching profession

Teachers have to make daily decisions about how best to teach while taking into account emotional, behavioural and social factors that impact their pupils’ ability and motivation to learn. They do this using a combination of experience, judgement and knowledge. Teachers build their knowledge through a range of professional development activities that connect teachers with other parts of the ecosystem.

High-performing education systems emphasise evidence-informed teacher self-improvement. These systems encourage teachers to use, and take part in, educational research. Being research-informed gives teachers the capacity and capability to innovate and overcome barriers in progression and attainment. Carrying out research or enquiry within a practice-based context also provides opportunities to work collectively to solve problems and to develop and share good practices that benefit students. Research also needs to be informed by teaching, which (as discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2) has implications for the distribution of centres of research across the UK.

This chapter explores how the actors in the education ecosystem support evidence-informed teaching. We examine, from a teacher’s perspective, the drivers and barriers that enhance or inhibit evidence flowing around the ecosystem. We also consider how teachers are able to gain research experience and share their insights with researchers.

4.2 The direction of travel

There is growing recognition in the UK of the importance of teaching being a research-literate profession. Government and teaching bodies share a common goal: teachers should belong to a self-improving, professional community. Governments and teaching bodies recognise that connecting research and teaching is key to achieving this goal, though the UK nations are taking different approaches to achieving it. For example, the DfE provided seed capital for England’s new independent Chartered College of Teaching, one core function of which is providing access to a wealth of knowledge so that “the teaching profession claims ownership of translating research findings into practice rather than allowing those outside the classroom to do so on their behalf.” The college has joined other professional bodies (including the Royal Medical Colleges and the College of Policing) in signing an Evidence Declaration committing it and its members “to take full account of evidence and evidence informed guidance in [its] daily decisions and advice to individuals and organisations ... and support rigorous evaluation.”

---

To support the implementation of a new transformative curriculum in Wales, the Welsh Government has developed a national approach to career-long professional learning that is “embedded in evidence-based research and effective collaboration”\(^{26}\). New professional teaching and leadership standards aim at developing a research-engaged and well-informed profession, with increased university-school engagement both in and beyond initial teacher training.

In Scotland, the General Teaching Council for Scotland (GTCS) supports teachers in their professional learning, “to stimulate their thinking and professional knowledge and to ensure that their practice is critically informed and up-to-date”\(^{27}\). There is a commitment to practitioner enquiry in the GTCS Standards, with the aim of making teachers more engaged with research to support their own learning and ultimately enhance pupil experiences.

4.3 Access to primary research

There have been significant financial and logistical barriers that prevented teachers accessing primary research. But in recent years, publishers and teacher membership bodies have worked together to remove prohibitive journal paywalls. Teachers across most of the UK now have ready access to research journals and other research material online. Members of the Chartered College of Teaching can gain access to more than 2,000 educational journals and e-books. Teachers in Scotland gain free online access to journals via obligatory membership of the General Teaching Council for Scotland and their counterparts. Similarly, in Wales, where it is mandatory for teachers to register with the Education Workforce Council, teachers are able to freely access educational research journals and other publications online via the information service provider EBSCO. Members of the General Teaching Council for Northern Ireland (GTCNI) do not presently have access to EBSCO, but the GTCNI is now exploring this option\(^{28}\). As technology continues to develop, there is potential for the development of new mechanisms such as online applications which enable teachers to access research directly.

---


4.4 Research mediators in the ecosystem

The number of sources, and the sheer quantity of educational research published, is enormous, and its usefulness and quality will inevitably vary. Research mediators play a key role in the ecosystem, by monitoring, reviewing and synthesising available evidence for teachers and senior leaders. Mediators include individuals, the UK’s teaching bodies, subject associations, research funders, charitable bodies and a number of ‘grassroots’ initiatives, driven by teachers for teachers (see Box 7).

4.5 The roles of research mediators

Research mediators undertake a range of activities that enable teachers to consider evidence and insights within relevant contexts and in digestible formats. Some mediators provide written digests in journals or email updates. A growing number of actors produce mediated material that is available via the internet, including expert blogs, professional development webinars and discussion forums. The nature of these materials means that the process of mediation may be invisible, with references to the underpinning research source

BOX 7

Examples of grassroots initiatives

**MESH** (http://www.meshguides.org/) is an online international voluntary network of educators that seeks to promote and develop research-informed classroom practice by translating research into updateable, practical guides known as MESHGuides, which teachers can use to gain new knowledge or adapt their pedagogy.

**ResearchED** (http://researched.org.uk), established in 2013, is a teacher-led movement (inspired by a single tweet) that seeks to enhance teachers’ research literacy, in particular by bringing together teachers with educational researchers. In a short time, ResearchED has grown into a series of conferences within and outside the UK, including some that have specialist themes.

**The Learning and Skills Research Network** (https://lsrn.wordpress.com/about/) aims to engage practitioners and policymakers in research and development in further education. It aims to build research capacity, to synthesise evidence and to identify and fill research gaps.

The **Coalition for Evidence-Based Education** (https://www.cebenetwork.org/) was founded in 2009 by a group of like-minded individual policymakers, researchers and practitioners in order to enhance access to and the usage of educational research. CEBE followed more formal initiatives such as the National Educational Research Forum and the Strategic Forum for Research in Education. In contrast, CEBE has provided a more informal forum for encouraging collaboration that through the goodwill of its volunteers has resulted in a number of ongoing initiatives. For example, the Education Media Centre, which is funded by the Bowland Trust, Cambridge Assessment and a number of academic institutions, provides expert comment and advice to journalists. Meanwhile, its Evidence for the Frontline scheme is a brokerage service that enables teachers to obtain evidence-informed expert advice about issues they encounter in their daily practice.
removed. Therefore, these mediators should ensure their written materials are robust and consider how to incorporate best practice in evidence synthesis when producing materials. Research mediators also need to recognise the turnover within the teaching profession and regularly refresh written materials.

Research mediators do more than produce materials. Some grassroots organisations run educational research conferences for teachers, as do commercial companies. Subject-specific teacher conferences may include strands on the latest educational research, or even be co-located within educational research conferences. For instance, the quadrennial British Congress of Mathematics Education (BCME) conference brings together mathematics teachers with researchers and publishers in order to promote mathematics and enhance its teaching.

4.6 Applying research to bring about change
There is, of course, a distinction between how effectively research insights flow through the ecosystem and whether this flow results in improved educational outcomes and life experiences for students. Achieving the latter represents a particular challenge: passive approaches which provide access to evidence are not effective on their own. Changes to teaching practice depend on an interplay between opportunity (for change), motivation (to change) and capability (for change). Building trust in research is crucial; so too is building capability, by improving teachers’ comfort with translating research findings into practice, and their motivation and opportunities for doing so.

Recent independent evaluation of one of the largest randomised controlled trials conducted in education has exposed just how challenging it is to achieve large-scale change. Funded by the EEF, the Literacy Octopus project involved more than 13,000 schools testing whether making research-based resources available to teachers had any impact on improving their pupils’ English literacy. An evaluation by the NFER concluded that, without exception, these strategies failed to have an impact on pupil attainment or affect teachers’ usage of research to inform their practice.

Fundamentally, teachers need time to undertake continuing professional development to apply research and bring about change (see section 4.13).

BOX 8

The Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) toolkit
The widely publicised systematic meta-analyses of research published by the EEF have created a rich teaching and learning ‘toolkit’ that presents plain summaries of academic research findings on education for 5-to-16-year-olds. These aim to provide comprehensible and reliable guides about which educational strategies work, based on trials the EEF has conducted and other evidence. A survey conducted by the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) suggested that in 2016, 60% of secondary school teachers and 45% of primary school teachers in England are using the toolkit. This compares with just 11% of both primary and secondary teachers in 2012.

31. British Academy–Royal Society round table on ‘Creating a research-engaged teaching workforce across the UK’.
4.7 Close to practice research

Teachers and researchers are increasingly collaborating on cutting-edge research projects and engaging in active dialogue on pedagogical issues. Increasing the number of opportunities to involve teachers and schools in research provides greater capacity to test out hypotheses in real-life conditions, as well as ensuring the questions investigated have a direct application to teachers’ current practice. They also provide practitioners with opportunities to improve their own knowledge of research and skills in enquiry, and potentially learn new ideas and practices to improve their teaching. Initiatives like the Research Schools Network, the ETC Teaching School Alliance in Hampshire, and the GwE School Effectiveness and Improvement Service in Wales, bring researchers and teachers together to work on questions which have immediate application within practice (see Box 9). At present these networks are limited in their reach, and there is scope for the projects to expand so that all schools are able to participate in such networks.

4.8 The school as research laboratory

When researchers want to work directly in school or college environments, they must overcome various barriers. Researchers must work around the day-to-day practice of teaching, without overburdening teachers or taking them away from their principal role of nurturing their pupils’ development. Researchers must be able to clearly identify the benefits to teachers and schools of taking part in a particular piece of research, otherwise any time and resource expended on research is a high risk.

BOX 9

**Initiatives bringing teachers and researchers together**

**The Research Schools Network**

Established by the Education Endowment Foundation and the Institute for Effective Education at the University of York, the Research Schools Network (http://researchschool.org.uk/) consists of 11 – soon to be 22 – schools across England that will act as local hubs to champion the use of evidence to improve educational practice. These schools’ remit includes communicating research findings accessibly, offering training on various aspects of practice based on the evidence of what works for professional development, and offering other schools their support in undertaking research designed to improve pedagogical practices. Being itself experimental, the Research Schools Network will be evaluated over the next 3 years in order to understand how, and the extent to which, research can benefit school improvement.

**GwE**

GwE is the School Effectiveness and Improvement Service for North Wales, a consortium providing support and challenge to 28% of maintained schools in Wales. Its vision is to create a self-improving educational system through collaborative approaches involving GwE staff, university researchers and schools. For example, a partnership between GwE, Bangor University, local education authorities, the University of Warwick, and the Future Generations Commissioner’s Office for Wales has established the Collaborative Institute for Education Research, Evidence and Impact (CIEREI), a bilingual, multi-disciplinary institute which aims to improve children’s learning and well-being through new research.

---

33. See evidence document 6.
34. See https://www.bera.ac.uk/project/close-to-practice-research-project (Accessed 30 September 2018).
35. 33 See evidence document 10.
4.9 Research skills for early career teachers

Knowing where to look for research findings, and having the skills to make judgements on their quality and applicability, are key skills for any experienced teacher. Teachers should develop these skills early in their careers.

Early career teachers should gain understanding of:

- The nature of research; the different things it may be trying to achieve (including sociological analysis of educational processes, forms and modalities of educational policy and practice, psychological research on student learning and cognitive development, and more instrumental issues of effectiveness); and the strategies used to do this.
- How such research may be relevant to and used to inform teachers’ own work through self-reflection of the nature of educational endeavour; carry out enquiry or case studies of one’s own work; administrative data; and external research on research practice.

4.10 The role of initial teacher education

HEIs and schools provide teacher education in the UK (see Figure 9). Education courses are generally short (one year) and focus on developing essential general pedagogy and classroom management skills. However, if teachers are to be able to practice as research-informed professionals, their early education also needs to instil an ethos of evidence-informed practice. Where possible, teacher educators should introduce new teachers to pedagogies grounded in a firm evidence base.

---

**FIGURE 9**

Initial Teacher Training routes in England.

**KEY**

- Orange: Undergraduate
- Green: Postgraduate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEI-led routes</th>
<th>School-led routes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEI-led undergraduate</td>
<td>4,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEI-led postgraduate</td>
<td>12,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach first</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School direct (fee)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School direct (salaried)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School centred ITT (SCITT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualified teacher status (QTS)

Source of data: SFR 68/2017 (numbers relate to entrants on ITT courses in 2017–18). Data are provisional.

---

4.11 The role of school-based trainers and mentors
Teachers on all training routes need support to find sources of evidence, and develop the skills needed to make judgements on the validity and reliability of the research. The presence of well-equipped school leaders and trained mentors is vital. For example, BERA has expressed concerns that school-centred providers are ill equipped to make their courses research-informed.37

4.12 Research skills in further education
Gaining research skills is particularly difficult for teachers within the diverse further education (FE) and skills sector. The dual professionalism of many teachers (who identify first with the vocational specialism they originally trained in) means that they are frequently unengaged with educational research, and encouragement may be lacking as many senior staff within the sector lack research experience.38

4.13 Continuing professional development
The knowledge that a teacher acquires at the beginning of their career – knowledge about how students learn, and about their subject – will grow and change over time. Keeping up to date with this evolving evidence base is essential, so the organisations that provide teacher professional development play a key role in the education ecosystem. Providers such as learned societies, subject associations, HEIs and bespoke training companies have a responsibility to ensure that they offer research-informed training. The ETC Teaching School Alliance, CamSTAR Network and the nascent Research Schools network, all of which have a similar model of expert-led partnership, point the way ahead.

4.14 Culture and leadership
For both schools and colleges, the ethos set by senior staff makes a significant difference to the willingness of teachers to invest time in accessing and using evidence and insights.39 A recent report from the DfE concluded that “school leaders’ support for engagement with research is the most important driver of evidence-informed practice”.40 The National College for Teaching and Leadership provides head teachers with synthesised evidence on school improvement and effectiveness in its training modules.41 However, teachers repeatedly indicate that their working conditions do not enable them to spend time reading research or determining how to use it to adapt their practice.42

38. British Academy–Royal Society round table on ‘Challenges to the further education and skills sector in becoming more research engaged’
42. See evidence document 2.
Factors not considered in this report—such as repeated curriculum changes, demanding systems of accountability and shortages of experienced teachers—all contribute to making working conditions challenging. When these factors combine, time for teachers’ own self-improvement is often lost. In colleges, other factors such as term-time-only contracts also restrict teachers’ time to focus on research findings. Senior leaders should have the resources to free-up time for teachers to engage with, or participate in, research and other professional development activities. This will be critical to the development of a recognisably research-engaged culture within teaching.

**RECOMMENDATION 6**

Support the use of research to inform teaching

Teachers need more support to use evidence and insights from research to develop their practice and understanding. This could be addressed by:

- The Department for Education and its devolved equivalents making clear their expectation that teachers should be informed by and engaged in research. They can achieve this by recognising the importance of research-informed practice within the professional standards for teachers, the requirements for initial teacher education, the induction period and in the professional development framework.

- The Chartered College of Teaching in England, the General Teaching Councils of Northern Ireland and Scotland and the Education Workforce Council in Wales using research about effective knowledge mobilization practice to identify examples where teachers have used evidence to change practice and working to embed such practice more widely.

- The Department for Education and its devolved equivalents building on initiatives like the Research Schools Network, ensuring that all schools and colleges are closely connected to research hub institutions.

- Ofsted, and the equivalent inspectorates in the devolved administrations, ensuring that frameworks are in place that encourage school and college leadership to develop a culture of critical evaluation and research-informed practice.
Chapter five
Translating research into policy
Translating research into policy

5.1 The roles of evidence in informing policymaking
Policy is stronger, more strategic and most likely to achieve its intended aims when policymakers use relevant and reliable evidence to inform policy development and implementation\(^\text{43}\). Research also provides an evidence base on which policymakers can base their decisions, ensuring that policies stand the tests of public scrutiny. Evidence may include research, statistics and data analysis, while expert knowledge, advice and pilot testing may provide further insights.

Policymaking begins with the identification and selection of problems that policies are intended to address. This is a political process, involving political contestation and tension between competing interests and agendas, which may ignore or marginalise some issues. Evidence from research contributes by identifying some issues as pressing problems for society, as well as informing policy solutions.

Research can also help policymakers to develop policy that can be implemented more effectively, delivering value for money to the taxpayer and maximising impact (see Box 10). It also reduces the risk of policy failure resulting from lack of understanding of the possible consequences of a decision.

This chapter identifies a range of cultural and practical barriers to the use of research in education policy-making and suggests potential solutions.

5.2 Cultural differences
Researchers and policymakers perceive themselves as acting in the best interests of education. They make decisions about research and policy with the aim of making a contribution to the general improvement of education. Despite these shared goals, policymakers and researchers have both accused each other of being too ideologically driven. In reality, policymakers, researchers and teachers are all influenced by underlying personal beliefs about what education ought to be about and how it fits into a wider worldview\(^\text{45}\). It would be naïve to suggest that the relationship between research and policy is either straightforwardly pragmatic or unaffected by party political preferences and prejudices.

---

44. See evidence document 9.
5.3 The policymaker’s perspective

Research and evidence will never be the sole basis for making policy. Policymakers consider legal, political and social positions. They make policy within the context of existing structures, legal processes and conventions, and may sometimes fail to fully take into account the interests, views and likely reactions of various stakeholders. When confronted with policy failures, particularly those that generate public attention, policymakers seek swift changes to remedy the problem. In those situations, some evidence and insight is better than no specific evidence at all. However, policymakers appreciate that there is a continuum: some insights may be formative while other evidence may be more robust.

Often, policymakers are willing to seek input from external experts, but finding people who want to engage can be hard. Policymakers have to use their skill and judgement to take all these factors into account. Politicians, their advisers, and civil servants may well have strong academic backgrounds; they may understand research methods; and they may have connections with researchers. They are supported by teams of researchers and analysts based within government departments. In most cases, however, their knowledge and experience of research in the specific field in which they are working will be limited. Ultimately, policymakers need direct or mediated access to research, and changing or improving flows within the ecosystem, particularly of people or information, may be able to help achieve this.

5.4 The researcher’s perspective

Navigating the corridors of government is not straightforward, especially for someone from outside the policy profession. It is difficult for them to work out which officials, in which department or governmental body, might be interested in their area of research. Moreover, the high levels of mobility within the civil service and the temporary tenure of politicians means that it can be challenging to build long-term relationships.

Once a researcher has found the right contact, the principles that guide academic endeavour can make it hard to provide the level of clarity that policymakers appear to be seeking. This is partly because research can be a perpetual process of critical assessment and refinement rather than attempting to provide a definitive answer. In addition, many of the questions that concern policymakers aren’t tractable research problems. Researchers and policymakers may need to spend time together breaking down big issues into smaller, tractable questions.

Researchers can also find it challenging when the nature of politics and policymaking leads to the use of evidence for confirmation of pre-existing beliefs and aims rather than stress testing them. In other cases, researchers can find policymakers treat their evidence with scepticism when confronted with evidence that challenges the merits of a policy. This is sometimes for political reasons, but also because the critiques offer little in the way of alternatives or solutions for policymakers to adopt.

As well as the cultural barriers between these communities, there are several other practical challenges that impact on the flow of evidence between researchers and policymakers.

---

5.5 Timing
It can be difficult to match up the short-term nature of policymaking (and political cycles that require fast decisions) with the longer-term nature of some research, where it may take years to get reliable and meaningful evidence, such as in the evaluation of experimental practices being tested in schools. Policymakers can try to overcome this challenge by piloting policy interventions in order to fully evaluate their effectiveness. This takes time and resources and the nature of the education ecosystem makes it difficult to achieve reliability and reproducibility because there is so much variation in context. A senior civil servant attending an Institute for Government workshop articulated this challenge from a policymaker’s perspective: “We spent billions on research... we got really high quality papers but it was always felt they were answering yesterday’s question tomorrow”49. Policymakers have a responsibility to use the best evidence and insights available at the time, while researchers need to be prepared to offer their best insights based on whatever evidence available when a policy question is raised.

5.6 Methods
The methods used in educational research are changing, partly driven by funding priorities. While much educational research is qualitative and small-scale in nature, there is now greater demand from policymakers for quantitative and larger-scale research. Policymakers may not always know which methods are most appropriate and can believe that large-scale studies automatically have greater relevance, scope and repeatability50. However, many educational issues cannot be sensibly addressed by quantitative methods alone, and it is important that the right method is chosen to address the research question.

5.7 Creative collisions: improving collaboration
One way to break down the practical and cultural barriers between policymakers and the research community is to increase their opportunities for interaction (see Box 11). This can be achieved through interventions that help these actors to develop relationships over a longer period. Opportunities for researchers to undertake placements or secondments within government departments already exist, but these are inevitably limited in number and created to focus on specific policy challenges. So-called ‘creative collisions’ – innovative and largely spontaneous interactions between professionals working at the interface between different fields — can improve connections more widely. Greater interaction allows parties to understand the scope and the limitations of what evidence is available and achievable as well as deconstructing the cultural norms that act as barriers to cooperation. Loosely facilitating creative collisions within conferences and workshops, as well as digitally through blogs and online hubs, helps professionals from different communities to share ideas, bridge divides, and build stronger and wider connections51.

51. Walter I, Nutley S and Davies H. 2003a Developing a taxonomy of interventions used to increase the impact of research. Research Unit For Research Utilisation (RURU), University of St Andrews.
5.8 Open access
For policymakers, tight timeframes and finite budgets mean that they often make a trade-off between using the most valuable, reliable research, and simply settling for the most accessible research. Advances in digital technologies, and the move towards a more open-access research culture, are helping to avoid this trade-off. But challenges remain: some educational research journals are published in countries that do not yet have such widespread open-access policies, for example, and it is not widely understood that policymakers do not have access to the resources of academic libraries. Some studies have also shown that while policymakers consider academic research a useful resource, it is valued less than internal information sources from colleagues or from other departments. Internal information is also much easier to access, which further limits the likelihood that policymakers will seek out other sources.

5.9 Policy relevance
It is not surprising that in a busy policy environment with competing pressures, policymakers are not always aware of research that is most relevant to their policy agenda. Selecting the most relevant research requires research outputs to be attributable to policy aims and intended outcomes. Consequently, research needs to express its impact in policy terms, which can often require a clear and quantifiable understanding of costs and benefits. This ultimately depends on the interest and willingness of policymakers to engage with research, supported by the ease with which they are able to access it. Analysts and researchers within government play a key role in identifying, synthesising and signposting relevant research.

BOX 11
A close relationship
In Canada, the province of Ontario has become widely recognised for its high-performing education system. Its performance can, in part, be attributed to the Ontario Ministry of Education’s commitment to research-informed education policies. The ministry set out a clear Research and Evaluation Strategy that not only aims to ensure the delivery of policy which is research-informed, but also works internally to help departmental staff to “access, understand, commission and apply research and evaluation to inform policy and program decisions”.

The ministry set up the Ontario Education Research Panel to work with “educators, researchers and other key partners... connecting research to policy, programs and practice”. Several other external networks were set up to create direct links between policymakers and researchers. While it may be too early to fully evaluate the impact of these collaborations on educational outcomes, it is clear that there has been an increase in interaction between researchers, policymakers and practitioners within the overarching context of a continually improving and high-performing provincial education system.

52. See evidence document 7
5.10 Inherent selection biases

Policymakers often use ‘snowballing’ to find research results. This involves relying on a small number of contacts initially to speak to their own limited networks; each member of these networks then involves their own contacts, with each participant funnelling the required information back along the chain to the policymaker. This can be an efficient approach to gathering information, but it may lead to a relatively small and partial research base. In a similar way, policymakers may place greater emphasis on research evidence from thinktanks and interest groups that have an ‘insider status’ with government, perhaps because these organisations more frequently cross the government’s radar. Research from thinktanks and other non-governmental organisations is often of high quality. However, unless these organisations use a rigorous independent peer-review process, their reports may distort the evidence, because such organisations frequently have their own long-term policy agendas.

RECOMMENDATION 7

Facilitating the needs of policymakers

Practical and cultural barriers, along with political and ideological resistance, inhibit flows of information and ideas between researchers and policymakers. To enable policy professionals to meet the Civil Service standards for analysis and use of evidence, these barriers could be reduced by building on existing schemes, including:

- Government, UKRI and other bodies increasing the scale and improving the sustainability of placements for researchers within government departments.
- Governments seconding policymakers into research teams.
- Governments, UKRI, universities and other research organisations creating opportunities for researchers to make connections with policymakers and learn how to navigate government and its agencies, for example through research seminars or work shadowing.
- The national academies of the UK and other facilitating bodies convening high-level forums to explore solutions to policy challenges.
5.11 Assessing evidence
Policymakers need to assess research for its validity, applicability, significance and reliability (see Box 12). To an untrained eye, it can be easy to mistake a popular, well-written piece of pseudo-science as a groundbreaking piece of research, and overlook the significant findings of another study that is buried in an academic journal. Moreover, the implications of research findings about education can be complicated. Many factors affect performance, and the findings of one or even several pieces of well-conducted research are contestable and contingent on particular contexts that may not exist across the whole ecosystem.

5.12 The role of evidence synthesis
Evidence syntheses for policymakers are few and far between, and there are limited drivers in the research environment for researchers to produce such syntheses. Evidence synthesis refers to the process of bringing together information and knowledge from a range of sources and disciplines to inform debates and decisions on specific issues, using techniques designed to minimise bias. Policymakers carry out evidence synthesis as part of their day to day activities, and gain training in the skills needed through resources and courses. Alternatively, they need the wherewithal to commission syntheses internally or externally.

Evidence syntheses should provide unbiased information in a format that is better suited to policymakers’ needs. However, the research capacity in the ecosystem needs to be large enough, skilled enough and flexible enough to undertake these syntheses in the timeframes needed for policy. One way in which capacity could be created is by giving researchers recognition for the expertise needed to produce high-quality syntheses, for example through measures such as the impact dimension of the REF.

BOX 12

A policymaker’s primer
In the United States, the Education Commission of the States (ECS) teamed up with education consultants McREL to produce ‘A policymaker’s primer on education research’, with the aim of helping policymakers understand, evaluate and use research. Now widely cited, it has helped policymakers to evaluate the usefulness of research, providing guidance on how to distinguish empirically rigorous and valid studies from those which are unreliable or irrelevant. It also provided information about where to access research, although this is an area that would require frequent updating as sources change.

5.13 Improving the availability of evidence synthesis

Researchers require training on evidence synthesis to promote timely and effective knowledge exchange. The Royal Society, together with the Academy of Medical Sciences, has explored existing models of evidence synthesis and developed a set of principles stating that it should be inclusive, rigorous, transparent and accessible. If research is communicated to policymakers in a synthesised way, by a trusted body that has already undertaken the painstaking exercise of trawling through numerous studies with differing and often contradictory findings, it can be used most effectively.

Evidence syntheses have been a key part of the work of the Evidence for Policy and Practice Information and Coordinating Centre at the UCL Institute of Education, which specialises in providing systematic reviews with clear methodologies and explanations of how the evidence can inform policy and practice. The EEF also provide similar analyses of studies which aim to raise attainment, but there is scope for more activity in this area.

RECOMMENDATION 8

Support the production and use of evidence synthesis

Evidence synthesis can provide valuable insights to researchers, teachers and policymakers but is currently underused. Increased production and use of evidence synthesis could be achieved by:

- Through the Office for Educational Research, governments and teachers working with the research community to identify research areas requiring synthesis.
- Governments and their agencies, researchers and teachers adopting common approaches to evidence synthesis which focus on ensuring the findings have practical application in policy and practice.
- Publishers and educational research bodies, such as the College of Teaching and BERA, providing guidance to authors on evidence-synthesis methods.
- Research England ensuring evidence synthesis is valued in research accountability frameworks such as the REF.

---

Chapter six
The way forward
Research already flows through the education ecosystem in many ways. In this report we have identified places where flows are weak or do not currently exist. Strengthening these areas to achieve a fully effective ecosystem requires action from different actors.

Governments and their agencies across the 4 nations should instigate a process to develop a new organisational structure for educational research. Its goal should be to improve collaboration on research within the ecosystem (Recommendation 1), and to ensure that there is an appropriate distribution of educational research capacity across the UK (Recommendation 2). In order to respond to the big strategic questions in educational research, they need to invest in interdisciplinary, cross-departmental and cross-institutional collaboration (Recommendation 3). Initiatives like the Research Schools Network should be expanded, to ensure that all schools and colleges are closely connected to research hub institutions (Recommendation 6). Moreover, governments and their agencies must recognise the importance of research-informed practice within the professional standards for teachers, the requirements for initial teacher education and their induction period, and in teachers’ professional-development framework (Recommendation 6).

Governments could increase the scale and improve the sustainability of placements for researchers within government departments, and enable the secondment of policymakers into research teams, creating opportunities for researchers to make connections with policymakers and learn how to navigate government and its agencies (Recommendation 7). It is also important for governments to work with the research community to identify research areas requiring synthesis, and to adopt common approaches to evidence synthesis that ensure findings have practical applications in policy and teaching practice (Recommendation 8).

UKRI and its constituent bodies should include in the strategic priorities fund a strand or challenge on interdisciplinary educational research (Recommendation 3). They should ensure that the training of postgraduate research students in educational research accounts for their distinctive routes into research, and that their courses include training in social science methods (Recommendation 4). They can also help to foster better links between research students and policy and teaching communities (Recommendation 4).

UKRI (along with Research England and the equivalent bodies in the devolved nations) must ensure that QR funding remains a strong part of the funding portfolio for HEIs (Recommendation 5). To help researchers better understand the needs of policymakers, the UKRI and its constituent bodies could increase the number and quality of placements for researchers within government departments (Recommendation 7). UKRI can also create opportunities for researchers to make connections with policymakers, so that researchers learn how to navigate government and its agencies (Recommendation 7). Finally, UKRI must ensure that evidence synthesis is valued in research accountability frameworks such as the REF (Recommendation 8).

Meanwhile, universities and other HEIs also have a key role to play in broadening and scaling up the training of research students in educational research, while forging better links between research students and policy and teaching communities (Recommendation 4). They can make sure that QR funding is allocated to educational research (Recommendation 5), and assist their researchers in making connections with policymakers (Recommendation 7).
Education organisations such as learned societies, regulators, and professional bodies should identify examples where teachers have used evidence to change practice, and work to embed such practice more widely (Recommendation 6). They can also work with the research community to identify research areas requiring synthesis, adopt common approaches to evidence synthesis to ensure the findings have practical application in policy and teaching practice, and provide guidance to authors on evidence synthesis methods (Recommendation 8).

When the actors in the education ecosystem invest in these actions, building on the good practice that already exists, teachers, policymakers and researchers will be able to harness research evidence and insights more effectively. Some of these actions can be undertaken quickly and relatively easily, and should be implemented immediately. Other actions will take more time, requiring a long-term investment of effort and money. This strategic approach is essential to delivering the ultimate prize: a vibrant and thriving education system that prepares young people for the challenges of the future.
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This report is underpinned by a portfolio of evidence, all of which is available in full on both the British Academy website and Royal Society websites. This includes:

1. **A call for evidence** opened between August and October 2016. We received 47 responses from individual researchers, directors of research centres, learned societies, institutes of education, headteachers, funders and government agencies from across the humanities, social, physical and natural sciences.

2. **A synthesis and analysis of existing evidence on educational research capacity and impact in the UK.** This included:
   - An analysis of HESA and REF data, career trajectory data and doctoral thesis data to analyse current educational research capacity within UK universities.
   - An analysis of a sample of 2014 Education REF environment templates, impact statements and impact case studies to understand how and when educational research has impact, and how these impacts are reported.
   - A desk-based review, supplemented with expert interviews, of the types of educational research and analysis conducted in non-university research organisations.

3. A set of **local, regional, national and international case studies** that show where educational research is being or has been successfully applied to influence policy and practice; how the relationships between parts of the education system have led to the effective application of educational research to policy or practice; and how this could be replicated. Examples include Scotland, Japan, Finland, Australia and Hampshire.

4. **A thought piece on the history of UK initiatives** that sought to improve the linkages between research, policy and practice.

5. **A series of 9 focus groups** with key stakeholders from research, policy and practice. These were held across the UK (Coventry, Manchester, two in London, York, Sheffield, Cardiff, Glasgow and Edinburgh) with a total of 58 participants. Discussions focussed on the strategic foci of UK-focused educational research over the next 20 years.

6. **A series of roundtables** with: (i) teachers, teaching organisations and representatives from research mediators; (ii) heads of departments of education in UK universities; (iii) representatives from the further education sector and further education colleges.
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